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gists. The enterprise of trying to operationalize contem-
porary biological understandings of the gene has led us to 
form the view that what is now known about the variety 
and complexity of the processes that allow regulated gene 
expression in living organisms calls for a new understand-
ing of genes. This ‘postgenomic’ understanding of genes 
as entities constituted during  genome  expression 1  will be 
developed and illustrated throughout this paper; some of 
the broader implications of this conceptual shift will be 
considered in the conclusion. 

 The survey instrument developed for the Representing 
Genes Project (http://mypage.iu.edu/ � kstotz/genes/genes.
html)  [6]  contains diagrams and descriptions of real ge-
nome transcription events that challenge various aspects 
of the ‘classical molecular gene concept’ 2   [7] . Biologists 
completing the online survey are asked to assess whether 
the events in question involve one or several genes. How-
ever, since common defi nitions of the gene are insuffi cient 
for making this decision, the survey is designed to reveal 
the implicit criteria biologists draw upon when judging 
whether a DNA structure corresponds to one or several 
genes. The survey builds on previous research by two of 
the present authors, which has established that it is pos-
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  Abstract 
 Current knowledge about the variety and complexity of 
the processes that allow regulated gene expression in 
living organisms calls for a new understanding of genes. 
A ‘postgenomic’ understanding of genes as entities con-
stituted during  genome  expression is outlined and illus-
trated with specifi c examples that formed part of a sur-
vey research instrument developed by two of the authors 
for an ongoing empirical study of conceptual change in 
contemporary biology. 

 Copyright © 2006 S. Karger AG, Basel 

 Introduction 

 Philosophers and historians of biology have empha-
sized that ‘the gene’, though defi ned differently in differ-
ent subdisciplines, has nevertheless been the unifying 
theme of 20th century biology as well as a powerful cul-
tural icon  [1–3] . Given this prominence of ‘the gene’ in 
contemporary science and society, several commentators 
have begun to assess the implications of the ongoing mo-
lecular genomics revolution with respect to gene concepts 
 [4, 5] . Two of the present authors have been involved for 
some years in an attempt to put this work on a more em-
pirical footing using survey research of working biolo-
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  1 
    See ‘Conclusion’ for a description of the term. 

  2 
    Extensive discussions of diverse concepts of the gene, how they differ, and 

in which research fi elds they fi gure, can be found in several related publications 
of the authors  [6, 8] . Different aspects of the questionnaire are designed to test 
the existence of particular gene concepts, especially the gene D and gene P of 
Lenny Moss  [4] . 
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sible to operationalize questions about conceptual varia-
tion in a questionnaire format and that claims about the 
prevalence of particular gene concepts in different biolog-
ical disciplines can be tested by statistical analysis of these 
questionnaire data  [8] . The study currently under way aims 
to extend that earlier work  [6] . Once the data are analyzed, 
the investigators hope that the project will reveal which 
disciplines are leading the fi eld in modernizing concepts-
in-use by broadening current models of genomic elements 
that constitute ‘genes’, and which retain the traditional 
concept of a stable, particulate gene, a concept that seems 
unlikely to be able to accommodate the genomic complex-
ities that are being discovered on a daily basis 3 . It is also 
hoped that the results will be of interest to those concerned 
with the broader signifi cance of current research in human 
genomics, such as bioethicists, medical sociologists, sci-
ence communicators, and philosophers of biology. 

 From Genetics to Genomics – and Beyond 

 Even before the announcement in February 2001 of
the fi rst drafts of the human genome sequence, the prin-
ciples and technologies that had enabled this impressive 
achievement were being turned to the study of other areas 
of cell biology. The burgeoning fi elds of genomics and pro-
teomics are spawning multiple ‘-omic’ subdisciplines and 
related areas. This suffi x generally refers to the study of a 
complete system of biomolecules, such as a genome, con-
taining all ‘genes’ of an organism, its proteome, the entire 
complement of proteins of an organism, its transcriptome, 
containing all coding RNA transcripts, its rnome, contain-
ing all of its – increasingly acknowledged – non-coding but 
functional RNA transcripts, and its metabolome, contain-
ing all of its metabolites. Phenomics fi nally attempts to 
integrate these areas of study into a holistic picture of the 
complete organism – its phenotype 4 . 

 Although these disciplinary shifts are driven by the 
availability of improved technology, their consequences 
are not merely technological. In fact, these new fi elds pro-
duce new kinds of data that undermine the classical mo-
lecular gene concept. For example, genome sequencing 
projects produce an avalanche of DNA sequence data 

that calls for ‘annotation’ and thus confronts working bi-
ologists with many of the conceptual problems simulated 
in the Representing Genes survey instrument. Improved 
analytic methods also make it easier to study gene expres-
sion patterns in all their molecular complexity. The ge-
nomics revolution means that biologists are presented 
with these complexities – some of which have in principle 
been known for a long time – on a daily basis. As a more 
appropriate term and to allow for a generalized under-
standing of biological events such as those represented in 
the survey, two biologists have recently coined the term 
‘genome transcription’  [9] . 

 The classical molecular gene was defi ned  functionally  
as a segment of DNA that codes for a single protein and 
 structurally  as an open reading frame (ORF) that specifi es 
the amino acid sequence of that protein. The basic stages 
in the formation of a protein are called ‘transcription’ and 
‘translation’. During transcription, one DNA chain func-
tions as a template for the production of a specifi c mes-
senger RNA (mRNA). The mRNA molecule then serves 
as a template for the synthesis of a polypeptide. During 
translation, triplets of mRNA sequence known as ‘co-
dons’ specify which amino acid is added to the growing 
polypeptide chain and, in the case of start and stop co-
dons, where translation is initiated and terminated. A 
stereotypical ORF comprises a start codon, a stop codon, 
and the coding nucleic acid sequence in between. In the 
stereotypical case, these processes ensure that there is a 
linear correspondence between the original DNA se-
quence of the ORF, the sequence of the mRNA, and the 
amino acid sequence of the resulting protein. The func-
tional and structural aspects of the defi nition of the clas-
sical molecular gene are therefore generally assumed to 
be consistent with one another  [10] . 

 However, many additional processes complicate the 
basic stages of gene expression to the extent that the clas-
sical molecular gene concept has become increasingly 
untenable. In eukaryotes (fungi, plants and animals) a 
primary or pre-mRNA may be transcribed from the 
DNA sequence, from which the fi nal RNA transcript is 
processed by cutting out non-coding sequences, the  in-
trons,  and splicing together the remaining coding se-
quences, the  exons.  When more than one mature mRNA 
transcript results from these processes of cutting and 
joining alternative exons, biologists speak of alternative 
 cis -splicing 5 . Splicing can also occur between adjacent 

  5 
    In current usage, cis-elements are transcribed as part of a single unpro-

cessed mRNA, whereas trans-elements are transcribed separately and united 
at some stage of post-transcriptional processing (trans-splicing). 

  3 
    We do not want to claim that it is generally unjustifi ed to use different 

gene concepts for addressing different research questions. Moss  [4]  has argued 
that it is not the use of gene P but its confl ation with gene D that is ultimately 
problematic.  
  4 

    For examples of some research in this fi eld, see http://www.nature.com/
nm/journal/v11/n6/full/nm0605-583a.html. http://jcsmr.anu.edu.au/group_
pages/mgc/phenomics/phenomics.htm. 
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genes that are sometimes cotranscribed, that is, tran-
scribed together to produce a  single  pre-mRNA that is 
then spliced  [11–13] , or between a gene and an adjacent 
‘pseudo gene’ that is normally incapable of producing a 
product  [11, 14] . Alternative gene products may also be 
derived from so-called ‘overlapping genes’. In these 
 cases, the ‘genes’, in the sense of the ORFs which are 
transcribed into RNA, are not lined up like pearls on a 
string, but instead may overlap one another or even be 
completely contained one within another  [15, 16] . The 
similarity of the products derived from these over-
lapping genes depends on the  extent of the overlap, and 
on whether these shared sequences are read in the same 
reading frame. Which codons a DNA sequence contains 
depends on the precise nucleotide at which reading be-
gins. Starting at a different nucleotide is called ‘frame-
shift’. In an English sentence the phenomenon of frame-
shift would look like this: ‘A gene is a fl exible entity’ 
becomes ‘Age nei saf lex ibl een tit y’. Unlike any human 
language, however, whatever frame a DNA sequence is 
read in, it will always be made up of meaningful ‘three-
letter words’ (codons that specify an amino acid during 
translation). 

 In the process of  trans -splicing, a fi nal mRNA tran-
script is processed from two or more independently 
transcribed pre-mRNAs. The prefi x  trans  suggests that 
these pre-mRNAs are from DNA sequences far apart 
from one other; however, this is not always the case. In 
fact, two copies of the very same sequence can be spliced 
together this way, as can alternative exons of what 
would normally be regarded as a ‘normal’ gene  [16, 17] . 
The main reason for assuming  trans -splicing, even 
when the exons are on the same strand of DNA, is that 
all alternative exons feature their own promoters  [18, 
19] . Moreover, it was once thought that only one strand 
of DNA is read, but unique anti-sense transcripts have 
since been found. In other words, DNA can be read 
both forwards and backwards by the cellular machin-
ery, producing different products in each case  [20] . 
RNA editing is another mechanism of modifi cation of 
the original transcribed sequence, which can potential-
ly have radical effects on the fi nal product, depending 
on whether editing changes the sense of the codon in 
which it occurs. While there are likely as many varie-
ties of RNA editing as there are organisms, all belong 
to one of four known mechanisms: the insertion or de-
letion of U, the insertion of G nucleotides, the substi-
tution of C to U, or the substitution of A to I nucleo-
tides. Although we will not describe them here, other 
processes may occur before the fi nal mRNA transcript 

is translated into a protein sequence. The relationship 
between DNA and protein is indirect and mediated to 
an extent that was never anticipated when the basic 
mechanisms of transcription and translation were clar-
ifi ed in the 1960s. 

 The conclusion that must be drawn from these newly 
discovered complexities is that the classical molecular 
gene concept does not succeed in keeping structure and 
function tightly united. We fi nd a gap between genetic 
‘information’ and its biological ‘meaning’, because local 
DNA sequences only contain partial information about 
the functional product or products that will be derived 
from them. Hence, the classical molecular defi nition of 
the gene leaves open many decisions about the boundar-
ies of genes that have to be made when annotating ge-
nome sequences.  

 In recognition of the diffi culties of the classical mo-
lecular gene concept, it has been suggested that working 
biologists employ a kind of  consensus  gene concept, 
which is a stereotype combining features from a number 
of exemplary cases. The consensus gene concept is based 
on a collection of fl exibly applied features of well-estab-
lished genes. One might say that a stretch of DNA is con-
sidered to be a gene, if it has enough of the typical fea-
tures, e.g. it contains an open reading frame, a TATA 
box 6 , and is transcribed into an RNA molecule. The orig-
inator of this view, Thomas Fogle, has argued that by 
combining structural and functional features into a sin-
gle stereotype, the consensus gene concept hides both the 
diversity of DNA sequences that can perform the same 
function and the diverse functions of particular DNA 
sequences. In other words, the consensus gene concept 
inherently distracts from conceptually problematic cases 
 [21] . As with stereotypes, more generally, even when bi-
ologists have been exposed to cases that violate the rule, 
they tend to revert to the stereotype in future work. Con-
sequently, complex genetic elements are often presented 
as spectacular but isolated discoveries, rather than as 
grounds for questioning the received view of the gene.  

 Genome Annotation 

 The survey instrument of the Representing Genes 
Project was designed to explore several of the issues posed 
by the existence of alternative gene concepts. This paper 

  6 
    The TATA box is a sequence found in the promoter region of most genes 

transcribed by eukaryotic RNA polymerase II and has the following consensus 
sequence: 5 � -TATAAAA-3 � . 
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only focuses on one of these, namely, the criteria which 
lead biologists to annotate a particular DNA sequence as 
either  one gene with several gene products  or as  several 
genes,  or conversely, to annotate a particular DNA se-
quence as either a  single gene  or as  several genes which 
contribute to a single functional product.  The survey in-
strument contains graphical representations of fourteen 
real biological cases, two of which will be discussed below. 
All cases were chosen to allow pairwise comparisons high-
lighting differences that may infl uence the judgments on 
this issue during annotation. The examples are chosen to 
illustrate the fl exibility and variability of ‘genome expres-
sion’ and the diffi culty of pinning down what genes are. 
Below, we list several  axes of difference  between cases of 
genome expression that might infl uence whether working 
biologists annotate complex genomic elements as involv-
ing one or more than one gene. 

 One potential axis of difference that may infl uence 
judgments during annotation is the  number of promoters 
 involved in the transcription of a chromosomal region, 
for the presence of a promoter is a standard criterion of 
‘genehood’. Another criterion may be whether the DNA 
elements in question have a known  function in gene ex-
pression,  even if they do not code for a product by them-
selves. For example, DNA elements without function in 
gene expression are often labeled as ‘junk DNA’, or as 
‘pseudo genes’ even when they are structurally very sim-
ilar to known genes. Whether the DNA elements involved 
in a transcription event are able to function  independent-
ly  from one another may be a third axis of difference that 
infl uences whether such elements are treated as cooperat-
ing genes or as parts of a single gene. Biologists may also 
put some weight on the  relative position  of genetic ele-
ments (e.g., are they in the same chromosomal region or 
on the same chromosome? Are they transcribed in the 
same direction? Are they  cis  or  trans  located?). Whether 
a complex genetic element is annotated as either a case 
of  alternative splicing of a single gene  or as a case of  over-
lapping genes  may also be due to the amount of shared 
DNA sequence, whether the shared DNA sequence is 
coding DNA, and whether it is read in an alternative read-
ing frame. Last but not least, biologists annotating a ge-
netic structure might want to know whether the fi nal 
product has an actual function in the cell. This question 
can be hard to answer and biologists might seek further 
evidence before annotating the underlying DNA se-
quence. 

 Some of the above axes of difference can be broken 
down into criteria that further distinguish gene expres-
sion cases from each other and may infl uence annotation 

decisions. For example, a host of cellular processes sub-
vert the idealized one-to-one relationship between DNA 
sequence and product into a one-to-many or many-to-one 
relationship. Moreover, these processes may intervene at 
different stages of gene expression, and the specifi c stage 
at which these ‘branching points’ occur may infl uence 
decisions during annotation. For example, at the DNA 
level, alternative promoters may defi ne alternative tran-
scripts. At the pre-mRNA level, splicing mechanisms 
may change both the number and nature of  exons  and  
introns  as well as the number and nature of the products 
derived. At the mRNA level, mRNA editing and other 
processes may once again give rise to several products 
from a single mRNA. Finally, at the protein level, so-
called ‘inteins’ may be spliced out of proto-protein to 
leave only the ‘exeins’, or protein  trans -splicing may 
splice two separate polypeptide strands into one single 
protein product. 

 Analysis of responses to the cases in the survey accord-
ing to the schema laid out above should suggest which of 
these considerations lead members of particular groups 
of biologist to annotate a genomic structure in one way 
rather than another. As Oliver and Leblanc  [22]  put it, 
annotation always involves an ‘executive decision about 
the relevancy, accuracy, and quality of the evidence, and 
by defi nition exposes the curator’s point of view’. Practi-
tioners thus stress that annotation is an open-ended pro-
cess that depends on future evidence and subjective judg-
ments. However, the argument underlying the design of 
this survey instrument goes further. No amount of evi-
dence can settle whether the cases graphically represented 
below  should  be annotated as one or several genes, be-
cause the classical molecular gene concept and other com-
mon gene concepts are inherently insuffi cient for making 
this decision. In other words, annotation will, so we hope, 
expose the subjects’ different underlying  concept  of the 
gene. 

 Complex Cases of Genome Expression 

 In this section, we describe two of the cases that fea-
tured in the Representing Genes survey instrument. 

 Overlapping Genes with Shared Sequences in 
Alternative Reading Frames 
 The fi rst example from our survey involves a primary 

RNA transcript that is processed into two mRNA tran-
scripts by alternative splicing, and thereby gives rise to 
two structurally divergent protein products. Both pro-
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teins play important, though different, roles in cell growth. 
The two transcripts differ in their fi rst coding exons (ex-
ons 1 or 2) but share the coding sequences of exons 3 and 
4. However, the presence of exons 1 or 2, respectively, 
results in exons 3 and 4 being read in alternative reading 
frames (ARF) in the two transcripts. Consequently, there 
is hardly any amino acid identity between the resulting 
proteins ( fi g. 1 )  [23] . 

 Biologists may label such cases of alternative splicing 
as either one or several genes, and they may endorse a 
given annotation with different levels of confi dence. The 
following questions, which accompany each of the four-
teen cases included in the survey instrument, were de-
signed to explore these preferences ( table 1 ). 

 Mitochondria Trans-Splicing and RNA Editing 
 Subunit 1 of the respiratory chain NADH dehydro-

genase is encoded by the gene  nad1,  which in the mito-
chondrial genomes of fl owering plants is fragmented 
into fi ve coding segments that are scattered over at least 
40 kb of DNA sequence and interspersed with other un-
related coding sequences. In wheat, for example, the fi ve 
exons that together encode the polypeptide of 325 ami-
no acids require one  cis -splicing event (between the ex-
ons b/c) and three  trans -splicing events (between exons 
a/b, c/d and d/e) for the assembly of the ORF  [24] . In 
addition, RNA editing is required, including a C to U 
substitution, to create the initiation codon for this ORF 
( fi g. 2 ). In some mosses and in mammals, the ORF for 
NAD1 is an uninterrupted stretch of nuclear genomic 
DNA. 

1

2

DNA or

pre-mRNA

mRNA2

mRNA1 3 4

1 2 3 4

3 ARF 4 ARF

  Fig. 1.  An abstract representation of transcription of the human 
 INK4A/ARF  tumor suppressor region. 

c

a

b

d

pre-mRNA2

mature
mRNA

pre-mRNA1

pre-mRNA3

mat-r epre-mRNA4

ba c ed

  Fig. 2.  An abstract representation of the  cis - and  trans -splicing 
events in the processing of the mature nad1 mRNA in wheat. A 
maturase-related ORF  (mat-r)  is encoded in the intron upstream 
of the exon e (in some other plant species  mat-r  is encoded by an 
intron between the exons d and e in a single pre-mRNA). 

a Would you describe this case as one in which one or more than one gene is involved 
in generating the fi nal transcript(s) and/or the polypeptide(s) that result from the pro-
cess described?
Clearly only
one gene

Probably only
one gene

Unclear Probably more
than one gene

Clearly more
than one gene

b How appropriate are the following descriptions of this case?
One gene: 1–4 appropriate neutral inappropriate
Two genes: 1+3+4 and 2–4 appropriate neutral inappropriate
Three genes: 1–4, 1+3+4, and 2–4 appropriate neutral inappropriate
Other: ............................................

c Are there any other specifi c names you would use for any of the regions of the 
 sequence in this case?

d If the case description does not provide you with the information you need to reply, 
please indicate what else you would need to know.

Table 1. Questions about the transcription 
events illustrated in fi gure 1 from the 
 Representing Genes research instrument
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 Conclusion: From the Active Gene to the 
Reactive Genome 

 The biological processes represented in these and 
many similar examples suggest that the common percep-
tion that genes are well-defi ned chromosomal segments 
embedded within non-functional sequence (‘junk DNA’) 
is overly simplistic. The fact that exons of what might 
otherwise be regarded as a single ‘gene’ can undergo al-
ternative splicing (therefore producing different products 
in different cellular environment), that different ‘genes’ 
can be cotranscribed by way of bypassing transcriptional 
terminations, as well as the use of alternative promotors, 
intra- and intergenic  trans- splicing of otherwise unrelated 
pre-mRNA molecules, and even rare cases of ‘split’ genes 
translated into their functional product by protein  trans -
splicing – all these phenomena imply that the term ‘gene’ 
may no longer usefully refer to a stable, structural unit of 
genomic information. Moreover, recent fi ndings suggest 
that the formation of ‘chimeric’ mRNAs and  trans -splic-
ing of pre-mRNA molecules may represent additional 
general splicing pathways that further deepen the splicing 
capacity and complexity of the organism  [9] . In fact, it 
has been suggested that the most meaningful measure of 
the complexity of an organism is given by its repertoire 
of unique transcripts, i.e. by how much it can do with its 
genome rather than by how many genes it possesses.  

 Some molecular biologists, realizing that the concepts 
of ‘gene transcription’ or gene expression may not suffi ce 
to capture the variation in expressed genomic sequences, 
have proposed the more general term of ‘genome tran-
scription’ to allow for the incorporation of RNA tran-
scripts that contain sequences outside the border of ca-
nonical genes. This view does not sit easily with a more 
traditional idea of gene transcription events, which from 
the new perspective seem like ‘statistical peaks within a 
wider pattern of genome expression’  [9] . Against the 
background of the recent biotechnological ‘gene frenzy’ 
and the popular concept of the gene as the incarnation of 
pure and ultimate nature on which ‘nurture can never 
stick’  [25 , p. 318], we can now place a picture that deliv-
ers the arguments against genetic determinism: the view 
of the whole organism as the center of agency with  genes 
as things the organisms can do with its genome   [26] . Ac-
cording to this ‘postgenomic’ understanding, ‘genes’ are 
as much actors as they are acted upon. What a ‘gene’ is 
and what it does depends on the cellular environment, on 
interactions with other genomic elements, gene products 
and other factors present in the cell. Even at the level of 
the ‘gene’, we may fi nd that parts determine wholes and 

wholes determine parts  [26–28] . The diverse mechanisms 
of  trans -splicing allow for the cooperation of sequences 
that are far apart in the genome. Several molecular biolo-
gists have theorized the whole genome including all the 
functional units outside canonical genes, including non-
coding RNA sequences, as akin to a ‘dynamic informa-
tion processor’  [29, 30] . 

 Philosophical, historical and experimental research on 
conceptualizations of the gene and other DNA elements, 
and on related ideas about heredity and development, are 
important because these concepts play roles both in sci-
entifi c discourse and in a much larger set of overlapping 
discourses in bioethics and public policy, in popular sci-
ence and, ultimately, in contemporary understanding of 
what it is to be human. Drawing on the contrast between 
the more traditional, particulate understandings of the 
gene and the view of genes as constituted through genome 
expression, one might thus expect that presentations of 
the same genomic elements from these two very different 
perspectives would result in signifi cantly different under-
standings of ‘genes’ on the part of wider audiences. Sim-
ilarly, a postgenomic perspective on the causal role of 
genome elements in the development and function of the 
organism suggests a signifi cantly different vision of the 
future of molecular medicine. For example, whilst cur-
rent ‘genetic’ tests typically pick out those features of ge-
nomes that allow reliable prediction of phenotypes, the 
dynamic network properties that seem to characterize ge-
nome expression make it doubtful that this conception of 
the role of genetic tests can be extended to all future post-
genomic technologies. 
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